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ABSTRACT.  Let Xg be a p-adic subfield of a p-adic field K with residue

fields feg C k.  If Kg is algebraically closed in K and k is finitely generated

over 7Cq then Xg is the subfield of constants of an analytic derivation on K or

equivalently, X. is the invariant subfield of an inertial automorphism of K.  If

(1) kQ is separably algebraically closed in k, (2) [kí      C\ fe: feg] <oo, and (3)  k

is not algebraic over feg then there exists a p-adic subfield Xg over kg which

is algebraically closed in K.   All subfields over feQ are algebraically closed in

K if and only if feg is algebraically closed in  fc.   Every derivation on k trivial

on feg lifts to a derivation on K trivial on Xg if fe is separable over feg.   If k

is finitely generated over feg  the separability condition is necessary.   Applica-

tions are made to invariant fields of groups of inertial automorphisms on p-adic

fields and of their ramification groups.

I.  Introduction.   Let a* be a derivation on a field K having characteristic

zero.  It is well known that the field of constants XQ of d is algebraically closed

in K.   Conversely R. Baer showed in 1927 [l] that given any subfield XQ of K

algebraically closed in K there is a derivation on X having XQ as field of con-

stants.

If K is a p-adic field and d is an analytic derivation on X, that is, d is con-

tinuous in the p-adic topology, then the field of constants KQ of d is a p-adic

subfield containing the inertial subfield K .  Thus, generally, in this paper K D

Xq DK* will be p-adic fields with residue fields k 0kQ Dk* k* being the maximal

perfect subfield of k.   The main result of §11 states that if XQ is a p-adic subfield

of X, algebraically closed in X and k is finitely generated over kQ then XQ  is

the field of constants of an analytic derivation on X (Theorem 2.6).  For conve-

nience of language we will call a field of constants of an analytic derivation on

X simply a constant subfield, or constant field.

In § III we investigate which subfields kQ of k are residue fields of constant

subfields of X by determining which kQ have p-adic fields over them which are

algebraically closed in X.   The principal result in this direction (Theorems 3.5
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and 3.6) states that if (1) kQ is separably algebraically closed in k, (2) [/feg*  n

k: k0\ < oo, and (3) k is not algebraic over k0 then there exists a p-adic subfield

Kg algebraically closed in K having kQ as residue field.  All p-adic subfields

over kQ  ate algebraically closed in K if and only if ¿Q is algebraically closed

in k.   Results of §§II and III combine to indicate, assuming that k is finitely

generated over kQ, exactly when there is at least one constant subfield over kQ

and the circumstances under which all p-adic subfields over kQ ate constant sub-

fields.  The conditions are, respectively, k0  separably algebraically closed in k

and kQ algebraically closed in k (Theorem 3.10).

Example 1 of the Appendix exhibits a subfield kQ  algebraically closed in k

and two p-adic subfields KQ and KQ   each having kQ as residue field such that

Kg is a constant subfield and Kg   is not.   Needless to say k is not finitely

generated over kQ.

In Example 2 a subfield k0 of a field k of characteristic p is constructed

such that kQ is algebraically closed in k and the maximal perfect subfield of k

is contained in ¿q.   However, if K is a p-adic field with residue field k and KQ

is any p-adic subfield with residue field &Q the only analytic derivation on K

whose constant field contains KQ is the zero derivation.   Thus, though KQ is

algebraically closed in K and K  C KQ, KQ is not the field of constants of any

set of analytic derivations.

§IV extends results of Heerema on lifting derivations on k to K.   In [4] it

is shown that every derivation on k lifts to a derivation on K.   Theorem 4.1

addresses the question:  Under what circumstances will all derivations on k

trivial on kQ lift to a derivation on K trivial on KQ?  The result is that if k is

separable over kQ every derivation on k over kQ (kQ in the field of constants)

lifts to a derivation on K over KQ.  The converse also holds if k is finitely

generated over kQ.   An example (Example 3 of the Appendix) is provided which

illustrates that the converse need not hold if k is not finitely generated over kQ.

The relationship between the results discussed above and inertial automor-

phisms on K is treated in §V.   The group GQ of inertial automorphisms of a

p-adic field K was first studied in 1939 by S. Mac Lane [9].  He defined the

ramification series of GQ, determined the factors of successive terms of the rami-

fication series and showed that K* the inertial subfield of K is the invariant

subfield of G 0 as well as of each term of the ramification series.  Using deriva-

tions some of Mac Lane's work has been generalized to ramified extensions of

p-adic fields by Heerema [2]-[5], Neggers [ll], and Peter [12],  Heerema has

noted that the inertial automorphisms of K are all of the form exp(pd) where d

is an integral derivation on K (d maps integers onto integers), and p is the

characteristic of the residue field of K [2],   If p yi 2 the field of constants of

d is also the invariant subfield of exp(pa"), that is, d{d) = 0 if and only if
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exp(pd)(a) = a.   Thus if XQ is a subfield of X with residue fields k OkQ  and k

is finitely generated over kQ then the intermediate subfields of X which are in-

variant fields for groups of inertial automorphisms are precisely the fields of con-

stants of analytic derivations.   These in turn are the intermediate p-adic subfields

which are algebraically closed in X.   This is contained in Theorem 5.2.   Theorem

5.2 also contains an extension of a result of Mac Lane's referred to above:   If L

is the group of all inertial automorphisms with invariant subfield Xj then Xj is

the invariant field of each term of the ramification series of L.

II.   Subfields of constants.   We assume a familiarity with the subject of deriva-

tions on fields to the extent covered in Jacobson [7, Chapter IV],   Given a field

X and a subfield XQ  algebraically closed in X, R. Baer has shown [l] that a

derivation d on X having XQ as field of constants can be constructed as follows.

Case 1.   Assume first that the transcendency degree of X over XQ is finite

and let {ßj, ••-, a^j be a transcendency basis for X over Xg.  The conditions

d(a1) = 1, and d(a.) = a~_ ,  for i = 2, •• • n uniquely determine a derivation on

X having XQ  as field of constants.

Case 2,   Let T = {aa\ be a transcendency basis for X over KQ well ordered

with ordinal y which we can assume to be a limit ordinal.   Let dQ be the zero

derivation on XQ and let Xa= ^o^aß^ß<o)'   ^or eacn a<y> ^a 1S defined to be

the derivation on Ka into X     l which extends d    for p < a   and such that

a'a(a;l) = öa+ ,. This defines a derivation on XQ(T) whose unique extension to X

is the desired derivation.

We j"ndicate the proof of the following known fact [1, Corollary 1, p. 20] for

the reader's convenience.

2.0   Lemma.   Let d be a derivation on a field K with field of constants XQ.

Let u be separably algebraic over K and let d j be the unique extensions of d

to K(u).   Then u is a d^ constant if and only if u is separably algebraic over

Xg.

We prove the necessity only.   Let g(X) = Xa¿X' be the minimum polynomial

of u over X.   With gd(X) = IdU^X* and g '(X) = lia.X^1 we have gd(u) +

g ' (u)dA\u) = 0.   Since g ' (u) ¿ 0, dA\u) = 0 only if gd(u) = 0 or only if gd(X) = 0,

that is only if g(X) e KQ[X].

Henceforth X will represent a p-adic field with ring of integers R, and resi-

due field k having characteristic p.   Also H: K-* k will denote the natural place.

A derivation d on X is analytic, or continuous in the p-adic topology if d(R)C

p~nR for some integer n.   If d(R) C R, d is an integral derivation.   Let Der(X)

denote the X space of analytic derivations on X.   Thus if de Der(X) then for

some  72, pnd is integral.
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The field of constants of d e Der(K) is clearly closed in the p-adic topology

and is thus a p-adic subfield.  We have

2.1 Proposition.   The field of constants KQ of d in Der(K) is a p-adic

subfield of K algebraically closed in K.

For the following lemma let K2 be a field having a p-adic valuation, ring of

integers R2 and residue field k2.  Let Kj be a subfield of K2 with residue

field ky.   Assume next that U is a set of units in K2 whose residues are alge-

braically independent over Aj ((/ is a set of units in the valuation ring of K2).

2.2 Lemma.   // d is a derivation mapping K,((/) into K2 such that

d(Ky O R2) C R2 and d(U) C R2 then d(Ky(U) n R2) C R2.

Proof.   An element a  in Ky(U) O R2 has the rational form

f(uy'..un)g(uy. u )     , the ui being in U.   Also, f(Xy. Xn) and g(Xj...Xn)

have integer coefficients and at least one coefficient of g(Xj... Xn) is a unit.

Then g(uy- un) is a unit since H(uy), •••, H(un) ate algebraically independent

over Aj.   Now d(f(uy ... u))e R2,  d(g(Uy'-* u )) e R2  and hence

d(f(uy.. un)g(uy.. an)_1)eR2.

We now assume K2 DKj as above and that Kj is the field of constants of

an integral derivation d on K2>

2.3 Lemma.   The derivation d extends uniquely to an integral derivation

d* on the completion K* of K2.   The field of constants of d    is the closure

Kj of Kj in K2.

We show only that if d%b) = 0 for a unit h in K2 then be Ky.

Let b = 2 ¡p'è .| bt € Rv i m 0, 1... 1.  Since d*(b) = 0 we have d(bQ) e

pR2 or d(bQ) = paQ, aQe R2, and pd(by)+p(bQ)ep2R2 or pd(by) + paQ ep2R2.

Hence d(b y) = -aQ + pa j e R2 and pd(by) + d(bQ) = p ay.  Proceeding inductively,

we have d(b) = -a¿_ j + pai with a;_ j and a¿ in R2 and d(p1b{ + ... + bQ) =

p''+ la.. Since ¿(p' ♦ \ +1+ «.. + *fl) - p1'+ ld(b. + j) + p1' ♦ \ e p*+ %,

¿(&f + j) = -ai + pa. + i forai + j in R2.  If /. = p~U + "l&b.} j = 0, ..., z'j

then ¿(/¿) = ai for z > 0 and hence cQ = èQ -pfQ as well as cf = ¿>¿ + /,_ j-p/f

are all a" constants.   That is c. e Kj for z > 0.   But b = 2p'e¿ = cQ + p/Q +

2(-/f -1 + ci + P/.V = S^/' 'Thus è e K*-

For the following theorem we assume KQ to be a subfield of a p-adic field

K the residue fields being AQ C A.

2.4 Theorem.  // KQ is the field of constants of an analytic derivation on

K then KQ is a p-adic subfield algebraically closed in K.   Conversely, if KQ is
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a p-adic subfield of K algebraically closed in X a72a* (a) k is finitely generated

over kQ then KQ is the constant field of an analytic derivation on K.

Example 1 in the Appendix shows that condition (a) is not necessary.   It also

indicates that there are no necessary and sufficient conditions on the residue

field only.   It also demonstrates that kQ need not be algebraically closed in k

(see Theorem 3.10).

Proof.   The first sentence is Proposition 2.1.   Proceeding to the converse,

let T be a set of representatives in X of a transcendency basis T of k over

kQ.  Define a"j  on XQ(T) having XQ as field of constants according to the pre-

scription given at the beginning of this section.   By Lemma 2.2 d^ is integral.

The extension a"j of a'j to the closure XQ(T)   of XQ(T) in X also has XQ as

field of constants by Lemma 2.3.   Since k is finitely generated over kQ, [k:

kQ(T)] < oo. Hence  [X: X.(T)*1 < oo.  Let a be a primitive element for X over

Xg(T)   having minimum function f(X).  Denoting the extension of d^ to X by d,

we have d(u) = fd(u)/f'(u) which is in p~nR where « = V(f'(u)).   Hence d is

analytic.   By Lemma 2.0 the field of constants of d is XQ.

Using the methods of §111 one can also prove that if instead of condition (a)

it is assumed that k has a transcendency basis T over k0 such that k has

bounded exponent over kQ(T) then, retaining the assumption on Xg, there is a

p-adic subfield XQ   with residue field kQ which is the field of constants of an

analytic derivation on X.   Since this result is essentially independent of the rest

of the paper we do not prove it.   It does, however, relate to Example 1 of the

Appendix.

For fields of characteristic zero the subfields which are constant fields of

higher derivations (of finite or infinite rank) are precisely the fields of constants

of derivations.  This follows from the fact that if \D .\ is a higher derivation on

such a field M, then there is a sequence \d.} of derivations on M such that

(2.5) Dy = El¿¿. •••. d. /r\\ il + ...+ ir=j\

ion all ; [4, Theorem 3].   One sees directly that if [DJ is an analytic higher

derivation on a p-adic field; that is, each £>¿ is continuous, then the derivations

of (2.5) are also analytic and conversely.   The fields of constants of {D.j is

the intersection of the field of constants of d., i = 1, ..., r, where r =

rank D¿ (r < oo).   Since the intersection of any number of p-adic subfields of X

algebraically closed in X is a p-adic subfield algebraically closed in X we can

restate Theorem 2.4 replacing analytic derivation with analytic higher derivations

as follows.
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2.6  Theorem.   // KQ is the field of constants of an analytic higher derivation

on K then KQ  is a p-adic subfield of K algebraically closed in K.   Conversely,

if Xg is a p-adic subfield of K algebraically closed in X and (a) k is finitely

generated over kQ then XQ is the constant field of an analytic higher derivation.

Proof. To prove the converse we simply take an analytic derivation d on X

having KQ as field of constants. The rank r higher derivation {D¿| i = 0, •••, r\

where D. = d'/H   has field of constants XQ.

HI.  Residue fields of constant subfields.  As the heading suggests we con-

sider in this section those subfields kQ of the residue field k of a p-adic field

X which are residue fields of constant fields, or more generally, residue fields

of p-adic subfields algebraically closed in X and containing the inertial subfield

X*.

3.1 Theorem.   Every p-adic subfield XQ with X*CXQCX is algebraically

closed in K if and only if k0, the residue field of K0, is algebraically closed

in k.

Proof.   If Xg is not algebraically closed in X, choose u in X\Xq, algebraic

over Xg. k0 is not the residue field of Xg(«) [9, Lemma 4, p. 430] so there exists

a unit v in K0(u) with residue H(v) not in kQ.  If Sa¿X: is the minimum poly-

nomial of v over Xg, then H(v) satisfies the polynomial S//(a¿)X' in kQ[X] and

£g is not algebraically closed in k.

Converesly, if kQ  is not algebraically closed in k, the p-adic field X  D Xg

may be constructed using standard methods [4, pp. 377 — 378] having k as residue

field and such that XQ  is not algebraically closed in X .  There is an analytic

isomorphism from X' onto X [9, Corollary 1, p. 431].  Taking XQ   as the image

of Xg under this map, Xj   has residue field kQ and is not algebraicaUy closed

in X.

If Xg C X is algebraically closed in X, Hensel's lemma yields easily that

kQ is separably algebraically closed in k.   In the following we develop a partial

converse of this statement.

3.2 Lemma.  Suppose D is a derivation on a field X of characteristic zero

with field of constants KQ.   Then the equation D(y) + (i/m)[D(b)/b\y = 0, where

b £ K, b ¿ 0, and i and m are positive rational integers, has a nontrivial solution

¡or y e X if and only if bl is of the form acm for some a e XQ and c e X.

Proof is by showing that c      solves the equation in one case and, converse-

ly, if c-1 solves the equation, then D(èl')/&!' = D(cm)/cm so b* and cm differ

by a factor which is a D-constant.
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3.3 Lemma.  Suppose KQ C Kj are fields of characteristic zero, KQ alge-

braically closed in Ky.   Let u be algebraic over Ky with minimum polynomial

/(X) = Xm-è.   Then KQ is algebraically closed in Ky(u) if and only if b1 is

not of the form acm with a in KQ, c in Ky, for i = 1, 2, •••, m—1.

Proof.   By Baer [l, Theorem 5, p. 24], there exists a derivation D on Kj

with field of constants Kg. D extends to a derivation D* on Kj(«) with D\u) =

D(b)/mum     .  It suffices to show that KQ is the field of constants of D*.  Let-

ting c = 2™ ~   c.a', c. e Ky, be a D*-constant, linear independence of {1, «, a ,

.... um~   | yields the equations:

D(c0) = 0      so c0 e K0,

D(c)b + (i/nucJAb) = 0,       i! - 1, 2, • • • , m - 1.

The result follows from Lemma 3.2.

The following simplify the use of Lemma 3.3.

3.4 Lemma.  Let KQ C Kj be fields.   If beKy is such that b1 = acm for

some a e KQ, c e Ky, 0 < i < m, and i is the smallest such integer for bl to

have this form, then i divides m.

Proof.   *••«•<»•«.*> has the form acm, a in KQ, if b* does.

3.5 Corollary.   Under the hypotheses of Lemma 3.4, if m = pn where p is

a prime, then i is a power of p.

3.6 Theorem.   Let K be a p-adic field with residue field A.   Suppose AQ C

A z's such that:

(1) Aq z's separably algebraically closed in A,

(2) [Ag"1 n A: A0] < «,, and

(3) trans deg A/AQ 4 0.

Then there exists some p-adic subfield Kg C K with residue field AQ such that

Kg z's algebraically closed in K.  All such K- are algebraically closed in K

if and only if AQ is algebraically closed in A.

Define the function <pK    R: AQ n Ap\|0}—» A /k* (the additive groups of

A and AQ) as follows:   For any xekQ n kp, let y = xp~ , Let ce KQ and

be K be such that H(c) = x" 1 and H(b) = y.   Note that 1 - cbp, mod pR.

Define

<f>K iK(x> ~ Ml- cbp)/p) + A¿\

<p = <f>K     K is seen to be well defined.  It is easily seen that if AQ C Aj C A

with p-adic over fields KQ C Kj C K then <f>KOtKy~ <f>KQi K\kQ n kP-
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3.7 Lemma.   // XQ  is algebraically closed in X and u is a root of the

irreducible polynomial Xp — v(l + pt), with v in R C\ KQ and t a unit in X ana"

if H(t) is not in <f)(kQ H kp), then KQ is algebraically closed in K(u).

Proof.   Xg is algebraically closed in K(u) unless v(l + pt) = bp/a, with

a in Xg, b in X or, since v e XQ, unless (1 + pt) = bp/a with a in Xg, b in X.

This follows from Lemma 3.3 and Corollary 3.5.   We can assume b and a to be

units.  If a(l + pt) = bp then H (a) e kQ D kp.  Also, by definition of c/>, <f>(a) =

H(-t) and the result follows.

3.8 Lemma.   Let ^j/^g  be separable (in the linearly disjoint sense) and

let U be a subset of an overfield such that Up C kQ.   If v e k¡(U) with vp e kQ,

then v e kQ(U).

Proof.  Note first that k^U) = k   ®k   kQ(U).    Then if \y a\ is a linear basis

for ki/kQ with 1 e iya! and \x A¡ a linear basis for kQ(U)/k0,

(3-?)»=ZZv^     Wßa ek0-        vP=   Z(Z^Pß)yPa^0.
aß ^ a \ /3     ^        /

If none of the y a in (3.9) is 1, separability yields v = 0.   If yy = 1 in (3.9),

separability gives:

ß /3

Proof of Theorem 3.6.   Let k j be the subfield of k obtained by first extend-

ing k„ by a transcendency basis for k/kQ, and then taking the separable alge-

braic closure of this field in k.   Then £j is separable over kQ (in the linearly

disjoint sense).  kQ is algebraically closed in klt and k is purely inseparable

over k j.   Let U = ¡«j, «2, « « •, u  i be a p-basis for k^     C\ k over kQ.   Let

k2 = &j((/).   Let Xq C Xj be p-adic fields having kQ C k.  as residue fields.

By Theorem 3.1, XQ'   is algebraically closed in Xj.  Let ij be in kA\k0 and

choose / in Xj  so that H(t) = rlt   Since kQ is algebraically closed in k±, <f> is

trivial on kQ n /e^ so r(" + 1)! + k* is not in <j>(kQ O ¿p.   Let V = \vv • • •, vj

C Xg'   be such that H(v?) = u?.  Using Mac Lane's construction procedure [8, pp.

377 — 378] let Xj = Xj 0 and Xj   . = Xj   . _A\w) where w{ is a root of xp-

v,(l +pt(-n"i +2)!), and let X, = X, _. X,   . has residue field k.(u„ •••, u).

We wish to show that X.   is algebraically closed in X2 by observing that for

i = 1, • • •, n, r" "  +       is not in çSUQ n [¿1(«1> •••, u)]p] and using Lemma

3.8.  Let x e kQ, y e ¿¿(zij, • • •, u.) where yp = x~  .  By Lemma 3.8, y is in

Xg(« j, • • •, u).  Choose X e Xg and Y e K0(wv •••, w{) so that H (X) = x,

H(Y) = y.   By definition of the w.'s, H(YP) £ kQ(t["-i + 2)!. Bj, .... u.) and

hence <f>(x) e k^t1? "'' + 2)!, ttv •••, u.).   Thus |<*-* + l>' is not in

^>U0 n (kA[ult -.., a.))*"].   It follows that XQ'   is algebraically closed in X2
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and   ty   4  [Ag  n   A^] = [Ag   n   A"].

It follows from this fact and the proof of Lemma 3.7 that if Kj is any p-adic

field with residue field A} such that K2 C K} and A2 C A} C A, then 1 + pt is

not of the form acp fot any ae KQ   and c e Ky K    is constructed over K2 by

Mac Lane's procedure, well-ordering a set of generators for A/A2 such that each

extension is by a pth root.  At each step, if the corresponding polynomial over the

p-adic field Ka at that stage is xp-ba with ba of the form acp, a e KQ'  and c e

Ka, a second choice, ba(l + pt) is not of this form and the polynomial xp-bjtl + pt)

is to be used instead.   By transfinite induction KQ  is seen to be algebraically

closed in K .   There exists an analytic isomorphism from K    onto K [9, Corol-

lary 1, p. 431].  Letting KQ be the image of KQ   under this isomorphism estab-

lishes the result.

3.9.  Corollary.   Let K be a p-adic field with residue field A.   Suppose AQ C.

A is such that

(1) A z's finitely generated over Ag,

(2) trans degA/AQ ̂  0.

Then there exists some p-adic subfield KQ C K with residue field kQ such that

Kg is algebraically closed in K if and only if kQ is separably algebraically

closed in A.   All such KQ are algebraically closed in K if and only if AQ z's

algebraically closed in A.

Combining Corollary 3.9 and Theorem 2.4 we have

3.10 Theorem.  Let K be a p-adic field with residue field A and let AQ be

a subfield of A such that A z's finitely generated over AQ but is not algebraic

over Aq.   Then there exists some p-adic subfield K. CK with residue field AQ

such that Kg z's the constant field of an analytic derivation if and only if AQ is

separably algebraically closed in A.   All such KQ are constant fields of analytic

derivations if and only if AQ z's algebraically closed in A.

Example 1 of the Appendix demonstrates that hypothesis (2) of Theorem 3.6

is not necessary for KQ is algebraically closed in K whereas x n = Tp — u~pn ,

for n > 1, and so (2) fails.

IV.  Lifting derivations.   In this section we extend results of the second

author on lifting derivations from A to K.   In particular, in 1962 [4] Heerema

showed that all derivations on A lift to derivations on K.   The following general-

ization involves field of constant conditions on both fields.  Let Der(A/A0) be

the subspace of those derivations on A which restrict to the zero map on Ag.

Der(K/Kg) is similarly defined.
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4.1  Theorem.  Let KDKQ be p-adic fields with residue fields A DAQ.   // A

z's separable over k„ then every 8 in Der(A/AQ) lifts to d in Der(K/Kg).   Con-

versely, if A z's finitely generated over AQ and every 8 in Der(A/AQ) /z'//s to

Der(K/Kg) then k is separable over AQ.

Example 2 of the Appendix shows that the converse need not obtain if

A is not finitely generated over AQ.

Proof.  Let S   be a p-basis for AQ.  Since A is separable over Aq a p-basis

for A can be constructed by joining to S   a p-basis T for A over Aq.  Choose a

set of representatives S for S   from KQ and a set T of representatives of T

from K.   Each Se Der(A/AQ) is determined by the set {S(D|r e T\,  Similarly

each d in Der(K) is determined by its action on a set of representatives of a

p-basis for A [6, Theorem 4],   We define d in Der(K) by the conditions d(s) =

0 for s e S and d(t) = a(, where H(a() = 8(D, for teT.   Clearly d is trivial on

Kg  and Hd = 8H,  that is, d induces 5.

Conversely, suppose A to be finitely generated over AQ but not separably

generated.  Then Der(A/AQ) has dimension over A greater than the transcendency

degree of A over kQ [7, Corollary, p. 179].  In constructing K over KQ by the

procedure described in Mac Lane [8] KQ is extended by an algebraically indepen-

dent set T of cardinality the transcendency degree of A over Aq.  By Lemma

2.3, any integral derivation on K over KQ  is uniquely determined by its action

on T since once it is defined on T it extends uniquely to the closure of ^0(T)

and then to a separably algebraic extension.  Therefore the dimension of the sub-

space of Der(A/Ag) induced by Der(K/KQ) is no more than the cardinality of T

which is less than the dimension of Der(A/AQ).  The result follows.

V.  Inertial automorphisms and analytic derivations.   F. K. Schmidt proved

in the early thirties that an automorphism a on a p-adic field K had to be value

preserving.   Thus every a induces an automorphism on the residue field A.   If

a induces the identity map on A, a is an inertial automorphism.  For d an integral

derivation on K, exp (pa1) = 1 + pd + p d /2!... is an inertial automorphism.

Heerema has shown that if p ¿ 2 every inertial automorphism on K has the form

exp(pd) for d an integral derivation on K [2, Theorem 3.2],

5.1.  Proposition.  Let d be an integral derivation on a p-adic field K with

p ¿ 2.  The invariant subfield of the inertial automorphism exp pd is the constant

field of d.

Proof.  Let KQ be the constant field of d, H the invariant field of exp (pa").

Clearly KQ C H.   Consider a unit b in H.   If d(b) 4 0 then d(b) = pTu for some

r > 0 and unit u in K.   Thus V(pd(b)) = r + 1.   We need only show that
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V(pndn(b)/n\) > r + 1 for « > 1 to conclude that exp pd(b) ¿ b contradicting the

choice of b.   Clearly, V(pndn(b)/n !) > r + 1 for 1< n < p.   By assumption p > 3.

Since V(n\) < (n-l)/(p-l) [2, Lemma 2.4, p. 301] we have V(pndn(b)/n!) >

„ + r_(w_l)/(p_l).   Also, »-(«-l)/(p-l)>B-(;2-l)/2 and «-(«-1)/2>1 for

n > 3.  Hence exp pd(b) = b + pd(b) + • • • ¡¿ b, a contradiction, so it must be that

d(b) = 0.   Let GQ be the group of inertial automorphisms on a p-adic field X.   The

ramification series on X is the chain \G .\ of invariant subgroups where G. =

{a e Gq| a(a) = a, mod p1, tor a an integer in X¡.   In 1939 Mac Lane showed that,

for all i > 0, the invariant subfield of G. is the inertial subfield X   of X [9,

Theorem 16],   For any group L of inertial automorphisms on X let $(L) be the

subfield of L invariants and for a subfield XQ of X let §(XQ) be the group of

inertial automorphisms of X leaving KQ invariant.  Define the ramification series

of the group L as above i.e., L. = ¡cte L\ a(a) = a, modp', for a an integer in

X|.

5.2, Theorem.  Ler X DKQ be p-adic fields with residue fields  k 3kQ and

assume k finitely generated over kQ.   A field Xj with X 2 Xj D XQ is the in-

variant subfield of a group of inertial automorphisms on X if and only if Xj is

a p-adic subfield algebraically closed in X.   // L = §(X') for some subfield X'

of X then á(L) = á(L.) for i > 1.

Proof.   If Xj = á(L) for a group L of inertial automorphisms then Xj is the

constant field of a set of analytic derivations by Proposition 5.1 and is, thus, the

intersection of p-adic subfields each of which is algebraically closed in X.   Thus

Xj is a p-adic subfield algebraically closed in X.   Conversely, if Xj  satisfies

the conditions of the theorem then by Corollary 2.7, Xj is the constant subfield

of an integral derivation.   By Proposition 5.1, Xj = 3(§(Xj)).

The last sentence follows immediately from the fact that if exp(pd) £ L then

exp(p7a") is in L. and á(exp pd) = 3(exp p'd).

Appendix

Example 1.

Summary.   Two p-adic fields XQ and XQ   are constructed in the same p-adic

field X.   They are both algebraically closed in X and have the same residue

field.  Xg is the field of constants of an integral derivation on X while XQ is

not.  Their common residue field kQ is not algebraically closed in the residue

field k of X.

Construction.   Let k* be a perfect field of characteristic p ^ 0.  Let {F, x j,

x 2, ... j be a denumerable set of quantities algebraically independent over k .

For n > 1 let a„ be a root of f(z) = zpn-(x  + Tp ) over k*(T, x\, x7, •••).
— 72 72 72 * ¿

Define kQ to be k (3Fj, x 2, •••) and k = kQ(T, 5"|, a2, •••).   Let XQ be a
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p-adic field having AQ as its residue field with representatives x. of x ..   Ex-

tend KQ by a transcendental /, representing F, and complete Kq(í) to obtain a

p-adic field Kj.  KQ  is algebraically closed in Kj.

Extensions Kj   and Kj are obtained by extending Kj by roots u    of poly-

nomials fn(z) = zp  -(xn + tp ), n > 1, and u'n  of polynomials gn(z) = fn(z)-pt,

n > 1, respectively.  Finally, let K and K' be the completions of Kj'   and K "

respectively.  Since K and K    have the same residue fields there is an analyti-

cally isomorphic K—*K' which leaves residues fixed [9, Corollary 1, p. 431].

Let Kg   be the image of KQ.

A.1   Proposition.   KQ is algebraically closed in K and in K'.

Proof.   By Lemmas 3.3, 3.4 and Corollary 3.5 it will suffice to show that

for any n, b~n = x    + Tp    does not satisfy the condition

A.2 *t-<**y

with a e A., c_ e An(r, «,, •••,«_    .) and 0 < m < n.   For if ä and c_ exist

fulfilling A.2 then cp     is a rational function over A   in Tp , the x ?   and

û~p   , ••«, ïïp   y whereas ä" is a rational expression in the x. over A*.  Since

zTf  = x?     '-k(rpl)p   " , c~p   is a rational expression in Tp    and the x..
z z n * i

Since b~p   =x~p   +TP        = ap   c~p    we may assume a~p    is a polynomial in the

x. over A   and c~p   is a polynomial Tp    and the x..  Comparing coefficients

of Tp we conclude that a~p   e A*.   We note next that x'    appears in c~n only

in powers of p".  Thus the equality A.2 cannot be obtained.

A.3   Proposition.   KQ  is the field of constants of an integral derivation.

Proof.  Define a"eDer(K/Kg) by the condition d(t)= 1.  Then

a\un) = - f%u)/f^(u) = pntpn- l/p"upn~ K

Since each integer in Kj'   is a polynomial in the a¿ with coefficients which are

integers in KQ it follows that d\K    is integral.  Hence d is integral.  The field

of constants of d\K'   is KQ since Kj = Kq(í) and d(t) = 1.  Thus, since KQ is

algebraically closed in K, KQ is the field of constants of d by Lemma 2.0.

A.4 Proposition.  There does not exist an integral derivation on K with

field of constants KQ.

Proof.   It will suffice to prove there is no integral derivation d   on K   with

field of constants KQ in view of the analytic isomorphism used to define KQ .

Suppose there is such a derivation d .   Then d (t) ¿ 0 and d (x ) = 0 for all

n > 0.  Let V(d' (t)) = m.   Then
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V(a"(am+2)) = V^>m+p/¿+2(«m+2)) - V(p^d'(t) + pd'(t)) - V(p-2) = -l

contradicting the assumption that d   is integral.

We observe finally that since ïïp    m x   + F* , "„-*" is a p"th root of xn

and hence kQ  is not algebraically closed in k.

Example 2.

Summary.   Fields kQ C k of characteristic p are constructed such that if

Xg C X are p-adic fields with these as residue fields there is no nonzero analytic

derivation on X with  field of constants containing XQ.   kQ is algebraically

closed in k and contains the maximal perfect subfield of k.   This is an adapta-

tion of an example due to Mac Lane [10, pp. 36 — 37].

Construction.  Let k   be a perfect field of characteristic   p /= 0.  Let X =

\x j, x 2, ...} be a denumerable set and T be such that X U \T\ is algebraically

independent over k*.   Let U = {a.j.    j where  ä   is a root of / j(z) = zp-

(x~. + t) and for n > 1, a    is a root of /   (z) = zp -Çx   + a"      ,).  Mac Lane has
A _    *      72 '72 71 Tlj- 1 t_

shown that kQ = k (X) is algebraically closed in k = kAT, U), that X is a p-

basis for ¿, and that k   is the maximal perfect subfield of k.

A.5   Proposition.   Let X. C X 6c p-adic fields with residue fields ..   C k

respectively.   There is no analytic derivation on X with KQ in its field of con-

stants.

Proof.   If d £ Der(X) has XQ in its field of constants then multiplying by a

suitable power of p we can assume that d induces a nontrivial derivation on k

which is constant on kQ.  However, since kQ contains a p-basis for k,

DerOfeAg) = |0|.   Hence Der(X/X0) = {0'.

Example 3.

Summary.   We construct p-adic fields XQ C X with residue fields kQ C k

such that every 8 in Der(/eA0) is induced by some d in Der(X/Xg) yet k is

not separable over kQ.  kQ contains k* the maximal perfect subfield of k.

Construction.   Let k* be a perfect field of characteristic p ^ 0.  Let X =

|xg, iTj, x 2, ... } and Y = \y y y 2, • - • \ be denumerable sets and let F be

such that X U y U jF ! is algebraically independent over k .  Let ¡Tg be a root

of 7g(z) = zp-(x0 + Tp) and, for « > 0, let ün be a root of f n(z) = «i>-(*„ +

a"   _ j).  Also, v l is a root of g¡(z) = zp-(y 1 + T) and for « > 1, vn is a root

of g  (z) = zp-(y    + v     ,).  Define ¿n to be k*(X, Y) and ¿ = kAT, V, V)

where (/ = {a .| i = 0, 1, ... j and V = \v.\ i -1, 2, • • • |.

A.6  Contention.  ¿ = AgU^) a/î^ hence Der(k/k0) = {0}.

Proof.   The following equalities establish that \~\ U U U V C ¿gU*"): T =

*?->!• "„ = K+1-% for » > °.and % = K+ i-yn for « > 1.
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We show next that A   is in fact the maximal perfect subfield as follows.

A.7   Contention.   For each n> 0 the set W   = [F\ U ¡x    I m > «}U \y   \m
— n m '       — m

> n\ U \u    I m < n\ U \v    I m < n\ is algebraically independent over A .
— m1 m "

Proof.   Wg = X U Y U jF} which is algebraically independent by construction.

Assume, W    algebraically independent over A   and consider any nontrivial alge-

braic relation in W      ..  Taking the pth power followed by the substitutions

up = x    + ¿7      ,, vp = y    +v      ,  yields a nontrivial algebraic relation in W ,
nnn~ln-,nn-lJ ° n

a contradiction. _      _

By Contention A.7 we see that U U V U {t \ is algebraically independent

over A*.   Since xn = üp-Tp; x   = üp-a      ,, for.« > 1 it follows that A =
u u '     n        nn—i —

k*(U, V, T).  It follows that A* is the maximal perfect subfield of A.

Note finally that by definition of z7Q  we have x"0 = (üQ-Dp.   Thus xQ is

p-independent in AQ but is not p-independent in A.   It follows that A is not

separable over Aq.
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